The Lessons of the Nafta Struggle: What Next?
by Murray N. Rothbard

The old motto says: "Don't get mad, get even." I never understood why you can't amend that to: "Get mad and get even." The important thing is to get even. That is the major lesson of Nafta: Never forget. Punish the SOBs. Get even. While unions are vowing to punish pro-Nafta Democrats, conservatives and libertarians should take the pledge: Never vote for any pro-Nafta Republican. Ever.

The House vote on Nafta must be taken not as the end of the road, but only as the beginning. That is another major lesson of Nafta. They called it an "odd coalition"; that corrupt outgoing disgrace, House GOP minority leader Bob Michel, called the anti-Nafta coalition the Marx Brothers of American politics. Well, he should be only the first of the Three Stooges (Jack Kemp, Newt Gingrich) to be sent into well-deserved retirement. Forget about "healing" and "Unity" and "putting it all behind us," That sort of guff is strictly for the winners (e.g. Clinton, Gingrich) to suck in the losers. For the losers in the Nafta vote, the only message is: Throw the Rascals Out. Never forget.

And exactly who are the winners and who the losers? Toward the end of the ferocious struggle the profiles of the two opposing sides became crystal-clear. And as the sharp-eyed analysts of the Establishment conceded: it has little to do with "trade." First and foremost, it all came down to a matter of class. On the pro-Nafta side was the serried ranks of the elite, of the cadres and stooges of the Rockefeller-Big Government Demopublican world empire. When it came to the clutch, for a crucial issue like Nafta, the so-called "two party system" was revealed for the egregious fraud that it is. For on the Nafta side was the entire bipartisan elite, making a mockery of America's vaunted "democratic system"—the very same fraudulent plutocratic system (Cont. page 2, col. 2)

THE EAR

by Sarah Barton

Dopey Argument of the Year: the last-ditch Evers-Left Libertarian argument for Nafta: Nafta may not really be for free trade, but the people perceive it as free trade, and therefore a defeat for Nafta will be a defeat for the cause of free trade.

Oh? Well, in that case, the Clinton health plan may not really advance the cause of health, but the people perceive it as being pro-health, therefore we have to support it.

Or (Cont. next page, col. 1)
Price controls do not really combat inflation, but the people perceive it as fighting inflation, therefore a defeat for price controls harms the cause of fighting inflation.?

The California voucherites are getting set to introduce another scheme next year, and they’re now debating what changes to make to sucker in the public. Joel Rosenberg of the Kempian Empower America is talking about: only poor families could get vouchers; children already in private schools couldn’t get them; and religious private schools would not be eligible. In short; purely an anti-religious welfare scheme for the poor! It will be interesting to see if the Left-Libertarians, including money-bags David Koch, will swallow this and make another huge leap to the Left.

By the way, David was just named to the coveted honor of Bachelor of the Year. Congratulations, billionaire hunk.

A very good friend of the head of a prominent Left-libertarian thinktank is getting worried about his friend, whose hatred of the two Rs is “reaching a new plateau of frenzy.” When the guy was asked what activities of the two Rs are especially driving the thinktankers nuts, but he clammed up.

Hey, big guy, why don’t you take a rest cure: like two years of organizing “market liberals” in Bosnia?

The entire respectable “left-right” spectrum was exposed for the complete phony that it is.
and not just Rust-belt factory workers concerned about their jobs. Everyone: rednecks, farmers, urban and rural rank and file alike, everyone hated Nafta.

And what drove this fury was not simply ignorant protectionist arguments about "losing jobs." That was the only argument that many of the opponents could latch onto. It was a simple, clear argument. But underlying this often silly argumentation was a deep-seated hunch that the rich, the elite, the Big Government-Big Business-Big Pundit forces, were putting something daftly, something evil, over on them. And that hunch, that instinct, was right.

The fight was the elites versus the people. The elites knew exactly what they wanted: they had the knowledge, they had the money, and they had the power. And since they had the money and the power, spearheaded by the Monster in the White House, they could make shameless deals until the votes of enough Congressmen were bought and paid for. The process was so open and blatant that even the kept media remarked on it. It had to be open because the elite was desperate. And so they won, and not only by the one or two votes the pundits had predicted. By the end, the vote was a forgone conclusion. But the important thing is to make this rotten victory a strictly short-run, Pyrrhic one. We the People have lost the battle; we must make sure that we win the war. And we win the war by Never Forgetting, by hanging their pro-Nafta stance or vote like an albatross around the neck of every Republican politician, until they are driven from public life. The New York Times reported that one Clintonian official lamented: "The Administration's nightmare is that Nafta passes and for five years, every sparrow that falls from the trees is blamed on Nafta." (Nov. 20).

Yes; but this should be the continuing nightmare, not only of the Clinton Administration, but also of its Naftian running dogs in the Republican, or Democratic party.

So what about the anti-Nafta coalition that came so close to victory? Was it really so odd as it seemed to the Beltway elites, happily insulated from the folks in the hinterlands? What indeed do Ross Perot, Jerry Brown, Ralph Nader, and Pat Buchanan have in common? The answer is that they are all populists, whether of the right or left. The new coalition that was forged in the Nafta struggle can and should be strengthened to keep battling on many other fronts as well. And what is "populism," whether of right or left? It is a common hostility to the rule of the centrist elites, of the contemporary corporate State, of the Trilateral-neocon-President-ex President-Big Government-Big Business-Big Media coalition that has run this country for decades. The positive proposals or the long-run ideologies within this New Populist Coalition are less important than the fact that they all have a common foe: the existing American ruling class. And all these wings of populism have in common a desire to overthrow that ruling elite. Not only that: the broad masses instinctively have the same view, and can be mobilized to this end by the Populist Coalition.

One of the most egregious tacks taken by the Ruling Elite toward the desperate end of the Nafta fight was to accuse their opponents of engaging in the "politics of fear." They—the statist rulers—were pushing the politics of "hope," whereas the opponents were playing on inchoate "fears." They even trotted out the phrase of the pioneer and past master of the rotten American socialist elite: Franklin Doublecross Roosevelt, with his "we have nothing to fear but fear itself."

Politics of fear? What were the elites saying the last couple of weeks before the House vote? That America, nay the world, would fall apart if Nafta should lose. America would hang its head in shame, scorned by the entire world. It is particularly fascinating that the final and unfortunately successful card played by Clinton and the ruling elite was Foreign Policy. It's not really about trade, the pundits said, but about our entire wonderful internationalist foreign policy, to which America has been committed for so many glorious decades. And of course they were right, for the elite, evil though it may be, knows exactly what it is about. What was at stake and will continue to be at stake is not a few measly tariffs but what America's place should be in the world: Should we follow the long-run schemes of the Ruling Class to build an ever-more interventionist world government, ruled of course by these self-same elites? Or should we repudiate all globaloney and forge a New American Nationalism? Shall it be back to the old
American Republic, the American Nation, or shall it be onward to transnational World Government? Shall it be We the People, or "Doctor" Kissinger and all of his ilk? Shall it be, in other words, a foreign policy that cleaves strictly to American national interests, or shall it be world rule by the blue helmets of the "UN police force" and their transnational bosses? Shall it, in other words, be America First or America Last? That is, has been, and shall be the overriding issue of our time, and of both the 20th and 21st centuries.

One of those repugnant TV pundits, I think it was the "value-free" political analyst William Schneider, put it most starkly in analyzing the Nafta vote. Would America, for the first time since the defeat of the U.S. entry into the League of Nations in 1919, repudiate the interventionist foreign policy project? Schneider's "value-freedom" was wearing very thin that day, as he clearly exulted that the United States was still on its old internationalist course.

President Clinton, too, hailed the vote as a "defining moment" for America—again in the same knowing apocalyptic tradition, the same understanding of what was at stake. The other theme played in those final weeks was that Nafta had to pass to "save the Clinton presidency," although why allegedly conservative Republicans should be so concerned about saving the Clinton presidency is something that deserves a lot more analysis. Why should conservative Republicans save the Monster in the White House? Don't they realize that to the extent that that Monster fails, America is saved? Clearly not—which leads one to ask, how "conservative" and how "Republican" are the Gingriches and the Kamps and the 132 House Republicans who voted for Nafta? (It would be fun take a leaf from Revolutionary American practice, and to hold bonfires burning the "infamous 132" in effigy, while hailing the courageous "43" House Republicans who stood fast against their own party rulers to vote American First and to turn down Nafta.)

Pat Buchanan, the nation's pre-eminent right-wing populist, and of course its leader in the anti-Nafta struggle, wrote an outstanding column after the vote, which correctly analyzed the new constellation of forces and set the course for the days ahead. (Washington Times, Nov. 19). Pat noted that we "looked into the eyes of the national establishment and saw there something rarely seen, fear and panic, a ruling class in the sudden realization that millions of Americans [I would add: the majority] detest it." In analyzing "Whose side are you on?", Pat perceptively called the roll of the Nafta elites: in addition to the rulers of both parties, "The Fortune 500 and the Big banks, the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations ... the Washington Post and the Wall Street Journal, the entire Punditocracy, Heritage Foundation and Cato, Brookings and American Enterprise Institute, the New Republic and Empower America," all the ex-presidents and secretaries of state, in short "All the King's Horses and All the King's Men."

And yet, Pat Buchanan added, "despite massive bias and a near blackout of its arguments by the Big Media, the anti-Nafta coalition won the support of half the nation." [I would say a lot more than that.] What then should be done? Clearly, the coalition should stick together, to forge a new American nationalism and overthrow the transnational elite. The common struggle against that elite, the growing consciousness of the malignancy of those elites, is more important than the loss of the actual vote. As Pat writes, this struggle awakened a nation, revealed the hierarchy of values of our leaders, broke the old molds, forged new alliances, and gave a new clarity, bordering on luminosity, to our politics.

Particularly fascinating is the fact that Pat Buchanan, a lifelong loyal Republican, is now willing to reconsider that deep-seated allegiance:

As for the GOP Establishment, which worked in happy harness with the White House war room, it will never be seen in the same light again.

And then, this magnificent sentence: "This time, we all know where they spent the night."

Specifically, Pat warns: "If this [anti-Nafta] coalition is not provided leadership by the GOP, it will seek leadership outside the GOP. Put bluntly: If both major parties go into the election of 1996 as parties of Nafta and the New World Order, a third party will emerge." Yes! All of us should begin to think
about how such a New Populist Coalition, or New Nationalist Coalition, could proceed. Could any common program be forged among such seemingly disparate groups? The answer is emphatically Yes. Thus, here could be some of the elements of a New Nationalist program:

1. Repeal Nafta.

2. Defeat, or withdraw from, all super-governmental agencies or commissions whatsoever. Repudiate all UN police forces. (And for us “extremists” within the coalition, revive the grand old slogan: US OUT of UN, UN OUT of US. Pull out of ILO, UNESCO, and all the rest. The UN must be desanctified, pending US withdrawal. This gang of the international ruling class is not the “world community.”)

3. Abolish all foreign aid. Let us devote our resources to tackling problems at home. America First. Let each country solve its own problems, for only they can solve them. In Gaelic, Sinn Fein (Ourselves alone.)

4. Outlaw all lobbying by foreign governments. Making them register is scarcely enough (and honored largely in the breach.) Foreign lobbying is polluting and corrupting American politics. Foreigners can’t vote in American elections; they should have no power over American governmental actions.

5. Set up a permanent Congressional Committee devoted to ongoing investigation of foreign lobbyists and their influence over the legislative and executive (and judicial) branches of the U.S. government. Hell—you could even call it “The Un-American Activities Committee.” There’s ample precedent for that.

6. Recognize that “illegal immigrants” are illegal. To say that they should not enjoy welfare payments, medical care, public schooling, etc. should, but unfortunately doesn’t, go without saying. Being illegal, they should be rounded up and shipped out.

7. English only. English should be the only official language. No one advocates the outlawing of any foreign language; but English should be the sole language of public discourse: citizenship tests, court proceedings, street signs, the ballot, etc. Those immigrants who don’t like it are free to leave.

8. Immigration policy needs to be rethought, in this era of rampant multiculturalism and the welfare state. For one thing, status as a refugee needs to be proved, not simply stated by the applying immigrant. The “family reuniting” clause should be repealed; it has been an open sesame for immigration, encouraging phony marriages and fake relatives.

9. A foreign policy devoted solely to the national interest, and not to combating all “aggressors” everywhere or enforcing global “democracy.” End all U.S. “sanctions” against other countries for whatever reason, except for direct assaults on Americans.

Here is the sort of New Nationalist Program that could gain the assent of all the seemingly disparate populist factions: Buchananites, Perotvians, Brownians, etc. To some, this may seem a minimal program; it doesn’t commit the coalition for or against the welfare state, for example, or even for or against tariffs or import quotas. But believe me, this program would be “maximalist” enough to shiver the timbers of every member of our malevolent ruling class.

Coalitions are just that: “coalitions” based on broad deep common interests and views. We don’t have to agree with our coalition partners on every jot and tittle of ideology or program. And none of the factions have to, or should, bury or neglect their own distinctive positions. Within the new nationalist coalition, Buchananites can and should argue, in friendly but firm fashion, with their partners over right vs. left, new vs. old culture, welfare state vs. its abolition. And with the Buchananite wing of the coalition, free traders and protectionists can and should try to convince each other of their respective positions. (As they did in the glorious Old Right of the 1930s, 40s, and 50s, when free traders and protectionists, Hamiltonians and Jef-
The New York Election: The Hidden Catholic Backlash
by M.N.R.

Upon our obtaining access to the detailed election returns in the New York edition of the New York Times (Nov. 4), it turns out that, as usual, my old friend and libertarian colleague Joe Peden was right: that the Times analysts distorted and misrepresented the facts of the New York election that should have been obvious from their own data.

Basically, the Times, which supported Mayor Dinkins to the hilt, saw no significant change in voting patterns from 1989: a marginal decline in black turnout, a marginal decline in the Dinkins vote among Jewish voters angered about the Crown Heights riot, some increase in white racism. Otherwise, Dinkins was the victim of the national recession. The massive and unprecedented turnout and outpouring of Giuliani voters on little Staten Island, which gave Giuliani a phenomenal 88,000 majority and the election (Giuliani's overall majority was 44,000), was written off by the Times as solely the result of the concurrent referendum for Staten Island secession from the city. The Islanders voted for secession by a whopping 2 to 1 vote. To the extent that any ethno-religious shift was mentioned as playing an important role, the Times had the nerve to highlight a shift of white Protestants for Giuliani over the 1989 race. Well sure, white Protestants raised their vote for Giuliani from 70 to 81 percent over four years ago, but considering that the WASP vote in New York is a pitiful six percent of the total, this change was of minimal importance.

It is true that the Staten Island majority for Giuliani was phenomenal. Thus, in the two middle and southern assembly districts of Staten Island, Giuliani...